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Pitch 

n  Connection traces back to Pythagoras 

Music as mathematical object 
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Pitch 

n  Consequences 
n  Earned music a spot in the classical quadrivium, along with 

arithmetic, geometry and astronomy . 
n  Such notables as Aristotle, Ptolemy and Kepler sought similar 

simple ratios of integers governing the movements of the planets. 
Thus the phrase ‘music of the spheres’.    

n  Connection traces back to Pythagoras 

n  Observation 
n  Strike two instruments at the same time 

n  The interval sounds more consonant when the ratios of their two 
marked measurements are simple  

n  E.g. 16/8=2/1 and 6/4=3/2 yield consonant intervals, while 16/9 
yields a dissonant one 

Music as mathematical object 
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Pitch 

n  Harmonic series: Begin with a  
fundamental frequency or pitch f  
and take successive multiples (the  
partials) to yield the sequence  
f, 2f, 3f, 4f,… 

n  These simple ratios correspond to  
simple ratios of the corresponding  
frequencies (which we will equate  
with pitch) of the sounded notes.  
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Harmonic series 
 

n  The pitch with frequency 2f sounds one octave above f.  What 
about the pitch (3/2)f? 

n  3f is an octave plus a perfect 5th above f. The equality 
(3/2)f=(1/2)3f show us that (3/2)f is 3f reduced by an octave. 
We get a perfect 5th above f.   
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Pythagorean scale 
 

n  Pythagorean scale generated by ratio 3/2, the perfect 5th. 

n  Series of fifths: (2/3)f, f, (3/2)f, (9/4)f, etc.  The first 7 terms of 
the series yield diatonic scale, after ordering and reducing 
by octaves.  
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Some annoyances 

n  In frequency space, adding intervals corresponds to 
multiplying frequencies: going up a fifth, then another fifth 
yields 3/2(3/2f)=(9/4)f.  

n  Pythagorean sequence of 5ths (f, (3/2)f, (9/4)f,…) never gets 
back to C.  

n  If so, we’d have (3/2)mf=2nf. 

n  But then 3m=2(n+m). Impossible by Fundamental Theorem of 
Arithmetic! 

n  To divide octave into 12 equal intervals, need interval 
corresponding to ratio 2(1/12)=12√2. 
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Pitch class space 

n  Apply Log2(1/12)(x/C0): R>0--->R. Linearizes the frequency 
space and divides the octave into 12 equal steps: the equal-
tempered scale.  

n  Now equate any two frequencies separated by a number of 
octaves. This is called octave equivalence: “Bring us back to 
Do”.  

n  The resulting space, R/12Z, is called pitch class space.  

n  ChordGeometries (Dmitri Tymoczko)  

n   Circle of 5ths (E. Amiot and F. Brunschwig)  
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Rhythm and melody 

n  We might first consider melodies to be sequences of pitches.  

n  Improvement: think of a melody as a sequence of points 
Pi=(ti, f_i) in the plane. Here the x-axis is time and the y-axis 
is pitch.  
n   “The musical staff was Europe’s first graph.” —A.W. Crosby, from 

The measure of reality.  
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Rhythm and melody 

n  As with pitch class circle, we can consider natural operations 
on the plane.  
n  Translation along the y-axis transposes the melody. 

n  Translation along the x-axis shifts the entry of the melody. 

n  Reflection through a horizontal line yields pitch inversion.  

n  Reflection through the vertical y-axis yields the retrograde of the 
sequence.   

n  E.g., the sequence (P1, P2, P3) becomes the sequence (P3, P2, P1).  

n  Shrink or expand the time component of the plane, yielding the 
musical operations of diminution and augmentation.   
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Goldberg  
Variations, 21 
J.S. Bach 
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Goldberg  
Variations, Var. 21 
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Vingt Regards, 
V. Regard du Fils 
sur le Fils 
Olivier Messiaen 
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Das Wohltemperierte Klavier, 
Zweiter Teil, Fuga II 
J.S. Bach 
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Das Wohltemperierte Klavier, 
Zweiter Teil, Fuga II 
J.S. Bach 
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Musikalishes Opfer 
Canon 1 a 2: Canon cancrizans 
J.S. Bach 
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Musikalishes Opfer 
Canon 1 a 2: Canon cancrizans 
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12-tone composition 

n  Pioneered by Arnold Schönberg and his students Alban Berg 
and Anton Webern.   

n  Single sequence P of length 12 more or less determines the 
piece. 

n  May use all members of the orbit of P under transposition, 
inversion (I) and retrograde (R); i.e., its orbit under the group 
G=<T, I, R>,  where T is transposition up a half-step.  

n  G is a nonabelian group of order 48.  
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12-tone composition 
Serenade, Opus 24, Satz 5 
 A. Schönberg 
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12-tone composition 

n  A tone row admits a symmetry if f(P)=P for some nontrivial 
element of our group of transformations.  
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12-tone composition 
Serenade, Opus 24, Satz 5 
 A. Schönberg 
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12-tone composition 
Music as mathematical object 

n  A tone row admits a symmetry if f(P)=P for some nontrivial 
element of our group of transformations.  

n  The symmetry is easy to see when we think of the row as 
living in pitch class space.  
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12-tone composition 
Symphonie, Opus 21 
A. Webern 
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12-tone composition 

n  Did the Second Viennese School prefer tone rows admitting 
symmetry? 

n  D.J. Hunter,  P. T. von Hippel,  How rare is symmetry in musical 
12-tone rows?,  MAA Monthly, 2003. 

n  Break up set of all 12 tone rows into orbits. Count orbits with 
symmetry (group theory). Find that only 0.13% of these are 
symmetric.  

n  Schönberg: 2 of 42 rows (5%) symmetric; Webern: 4 of 21 
(20%). Probability of this happening by chance very small. 
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Harmony 

n  Traditionally chords have been considered as unordered 
subsets of pitch class space: The chord C-E is represented as 
{0,4}. The chord is A-C-E corresponds to {9, 0, 4}.  
n  Can apply the usual musical transformations to these sets 

n  Can also think of them as living in pitch class space.   

n  What about the unison C-C?  

n  D. Tymoczko (A Geometry of Music (2011), The Geometry of 
Musical Chords (Science, 2006)).  Interpret chords instead as 
multisets.  

n  A chord with n notes is considered as an element of the 
quotient space Rn modulo the action of Sn  
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Harmony-The space of dyads 

n  Take n=2. What is the space of all dyads: that is, the space of 
all two-note chords? 

n  First take R2=R x R and mod out by octave equivalence. We 
get R/12Z x R/12Z=T, a torus.   

n  Next we declare (a,b)=(b,a) for all (a,b) in T.  What do we 
get? 

Music as mathematical object 
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Harmony-The space of dyads 
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Timbre 

n  “From my childhood I can clearly remember the magic 
emanating from a score which named the instruments, 
showing exactly what was played by each. Flute, clarinet, 
oboe--they promised no less than colourful railway tickets or 
names of places.” —Theodor Adorno, Beethoven: the 
philosophy of music 

n  Represent a musical piece as a surface in 3-space. Let x-axis 
be time, y-axis be timbre (if you like line the orchestra up 
along the y-axis), add pitch as the z-axis.  

n  The musical piece is then described as a surface z=f(t,y).   

Music as mathematical object 
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Atmosphères 
G. Ligeti  
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Die Nebensonnen, 
Die Winterreise 
F. Schubert  
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L’Isle Joyeuse 
C. Debussy 

256

mysterious and distantly related chords. Example 23(b) shows that that
these “mysterious chords” are in fact parallel first inversion pentatonic
triads. (To see why, note that D–G–B a “root position pentatonic triad”
since it is a stack of two pentatonic thirds. Transposing the bass of the
chord up by octave therefore generates a “first inversion pentatonic triad,”
G–B–D.72) The shift between the two scales occurs between the G!minor
triad (a root position triad belonging to the B major scale) and the appar-

Example 21. The “tonic region” of L’Isle Joyeuse
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Deep connections? 

n  As abstract structure, musical piece qualifies as object of 
mathematical inquiry, but the same can be said of many 
things.  

n  Mathematical work does not consist solely in the fashioning 
of clever mathematical objects. The main output of 
mathematics is propositions. Its activity consists largely in the 
fashioning of valid arguments. 

n  Can we view music in a similar way? We speak of “following” 
or “understanding” a piece. Is composition like the act of 
crafting mathematical arguments?    
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Deep connections? 
Music as mathematical activity 

“I am not saying that composers think in equations or charts of 
numbers, nor are those things more able to symbolize music. 
But the way composers think − the way I think − is, it seems to 
me, not very different from mathematical thinking.'’                            
Igor Stravinsky  

“Music is not to be decorative; it is to be true.”                       
Arnold Schönberg 


